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Now some will complain that this is old news, and that it
is. But I believe that we should reflect upon what has gone
on before; least we forget, for Americans have the shortest
memories in the world.
The Kosovo Attraction: Sara Flounders, in July 30, 1998, wrote an article
entitled: "Kosovo, The War Is About Mines." She stated, "Wars are at
root about economics, and the rapidly expanding war in Kosovo is no
different. So why have millions of dollars in high-tech weapons suddenly
become available to the so-called Kosovo Liberation Army by way of the
U.S. and Germany?"
She discovered what other reports had already uncovered, that the real
wealth of Kosovo is the "Stari Trg Mining Complex," including lead, zinc,
cadmium, gold and silver." According to the mine's director Novak Bjelic,
‘The war in Kosovo is about the mines, nothing else. This is Serbia's
Kuwait; the heart of Kosovo–-in addition to all this, Kosovo has 17 billion
tons of coal reserves.'" The labour power of millions of workers throughout
Yugoslavia built this mining-complex into the powerhouse it is today, and
it belongs to the sovereign state of Yugoslavia.
It has been stated that our national interests are at stake in Kosovo, but no
one has defined what those national interest are. This article reminds us
that "The whole world knows and observed firsthand in the war against
Iraq to what horrendous extent the Pentagon was willing to go in order to
guarantee control of the oil wealth of Kuwait. But U.S. United Nations
Ambassador Richard Holbroke, President Clinton or the Pentagon generals
never publicly discuss the enormous mineral wealth of Kosovo."
Flounders warns, "NATO domination on the ground would put U.S.
corporations in the best ownership position.
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Nationalist strife advances their position." (America Promises Newsletter,
P.O. Box 157, Sand Point, Idaho 83864)
Eye-Witnesses: Pastors in Yugoslavia report that in Central Serbia and
Kosovo some Baptist churches and many Orthodox churches have been
destroyed by NATO bombing. Pastor Sjanta Jano writes that his church
is shocked at the action against Yugoslavia, citing that the Serb
government is not the cause of the violence in Kosovo. Instead, he said,
the Albanians seek to separate Kosovo from Yugoslavia and join it to
Albania, and NATO is supporting Alabamian terrorists of the so-called
Kosovo Liberation Army.
Serbs and Albanians have lived together peacefully throughout the
country, he said, "We in the churches of Yugoslavia, are very disappointed
because of the blindness and deafness of the Christian countries to see and
hear what is the truth and what is the lie about the situation in our country."
The war will stop when NATO quits bombing Yugoslavia and helping
terrorists, he said. (Christian News, 5/3/99 3277 Bosuff Lutheran Rd.,
New Haven, MO 63068
Botched History: World history books submitted for 1999 contained 379
factual errors. The Mel Gablers on ABC 20/20 April 2, unrolled an almost
55-foot list of these errors they found in the five principle high school
World History books. The errors included confused chronologies, garbled
geography, discrepant dates, false descriptions, wrong narratives,
imaginary events, and contradictions in the same book. Now the publishers
favour a proposal before the Texas' State Board of Education that
"penalties should not be assessed for error that are identified during the
adoption process or even those identified after adoption" a virtual license
to err. (Mel Gabber's Newsletter, May 99, P.O. Box 7518, Longview,
Texas 75607)
Out of the Jungle: There are not more than one million young people
being educated at home. While some critics object that home-schooled
children are socially deprived a study by the National Home Education
Research Institute found that the typical home-schooled child is regularly
involved in 5.2 social activities outside the home, including sports, scout
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troops, church groups and neighbourhood plays. The average test scores
for home-schools are 30 to 37 percentile points higher than those of other
students, and observers point out that home-schooled children tend to draw
their primary social identity from their families rather than peer groups.
(USA today, 2/3/99) They are also not exposed to the crap that goes on
in the public (fools) system.
From Russia: Barter is making a Cashless Society of Russia, as Banks
refuse loans. In Chergtsk 70% of economic activity now takes place
without cash. A block of 44 flats was built. The brick factory kept 10 flats.
The company that transported the material got six, the painter kept two
and the local council got 12 in lieu of taxes. BBC reporter bemoaned this
"return to feudalism." It sounds more like an escape form usury.
(Nationalist News From Australia), Russian soldiers in American uniforms
were interviewed on CNN. CNN News stated all branches of the U.S.
armed forces are now receiving Russian citizens into our regular American
armed forces. (CITA, P.O. Box 138, Rainier, WA, Via The Hoskins
Report, Box 997, Lynchburg, VA 24505)
New Temples: Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the spiritual advisor of the
Beatles, has begun to erect what is to be the largest building in the world.
The foundation stone has already been laid at Jabalpur, India, and the firm
of Minoru Yamaski Associates are the architects. This is the same firm
that designed the World Trade Centre's twin towers. This structure is to
be a spiritual house for the Maharishi's sixty thousand disciples and
teachers. It is to be pyramid shaped and 2,000 feet tall, 729 feet taller than
the highest building in the World. When we consider the millennium
Dome on the Prime Meridian at Greenwich, England, and the millennium
Tower in Paris, we must ask why all of these new temples are being built.
The world is declaring openly who their god is and is getting ready to
welcome all of the spirits of the antichrist. (David J. Meyer, Last Trumpet
Newsletter, 4/99, box 806, Beaver Dam, WI 53916)
Safe-Sex: A new report entitles The Declines in Adolescent Pregnancy,
Abortion, and Birth Rates in the 1990’s; What Factors Are Responsible
states that the overall decline in teen birth rates in the 1990’s is due to
sexual abstinence, not increased contraceptive use. The declines in sexual
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abstinence, not increased contraceptive use. The declines in sexual activity
coincide with a 12-fold increase in the number of teenagers reached by
the abstinence-only educational programs. The report also showed an
increase of 29% in out-of-wedlock births for sexually experienced
adolescent females between 1988 and 1995. That means that increased
condom use by teens is associated with increased birth rates among
sexually experienced teens. The report, authored by organizations
representing more than 2,000 doctors, makes it clear that safe-sex
programs have failed, and that the only way to keep teen pregnancy and
birth rates down is through abstinence. (The Rutherford Institute, Box
7482, Charlottesville, VA 22906)

Odds and Ends Part 2
Global Police?: The New York Times of August 16th reported that
"peacekeeping" authorities in charge of Kosovo "are establishing a system
to control the news media in the province that would write a code of
conduct for journalists" including "mechanisms to punish those who
violate its rules." Officials also announced that UN police are authorized
to detain or remove anyone at any time "in the interest of maintaining
order."
The police referred to is a 3,100-man body that will serve until a
UN-created "local police force" can be trained. While U.S. Servicemen
assigned to duty in Kosovo do not wear UN insignia, they are actually
serving under UN command, as well as the operational command of a
British general. NATO stepchild, our nation's military is now being used
quite openly to bring about the new world order that will usher in the end
of sovereignty and total government on a global scale. (The New
American, 9/13/99)
Global Decision Making: the upcoming Millennium Forum, May 22-26,
2000 and Millennium Assembly and Summit at the United Nations,
beginning September 5, 2000 are of immense significance and should be
widely reported, according to WorldNetDaily (WND). The "Millennium
Forum" has a written objective "to suggest new possibilities for an
organizational structure whereby the peoples of the world can participate
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effectively in global decision-making in the context of the United Nations
system." WND says that the establishment press has been "covering up
for the government instead of covering their corruption." (Network
Newsletter, 2/2000)
It's Not The Money: If money could end illiteracy, there would be no
problem because the schools have had plenty of money–-.In the 18th and
19th centuries when Americans were pitifully poor by today's standards,
we had nearly 100 percent literacy. Today up to 50 percent are illiterate
or only semi-literate. Illiteracy is the result of the failure to use phonics
to teach children how to read, i.e., teach them the sounds and syllables of
the English language so they can put them together like building blocks
and read words. Instead, for decades the school establishment has insisted
on using a fraudulent method first called "whole word" and later "Whole
Language," by which children are taught to guess at words by looking at
pictures, skip over words they don't know, substitute words that seem to
fit, and predict words based on the context of the story–This wrong approach has been exposed by numerous language experts,
and a few brave first-grade teachers have achieved remarkable success
using phonics. But not many teachers or schools are willing to buck the
Whole Language cult. (Phyllis Schlafy column 2/2/00)
Final Tool?: The debate over same=sex marriages is about more than
matrimony. The homosexual community wants it to be the breakthrough
moment which mainstreams their lifestyles. In an issue of Out Magazine,
columnist Michelangelo Signorile says getting same-sex marriages legally
recognized is "...the final tool with which to dismantle all sodomy statutes,
get education about homosexuality and AIDS into public schools, and, in
short, usher in a sea of change in how society views and threats us." TV
and movies are dong their part to make this change.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation wants the federal
government to require children's TV programs to educate kids against
"homophobia' and "discrimination based on sexual orientation." HBO is
producing The Sissy Duckling, an animated children's special which actor
Harvey Fierstein calls "the first gay-positive children's story on TV."
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Lesbian author Patricia Neil Warran wrote in The Advocate, a national
magazine aimed at homosexuals: "Whoever captures the kids owns the
future." Homosexual groups agree organizing and developing a national
strategy to get into public schools. Gay activist and kindergarten teacher
Jaki Williams said starting in kindergarten is a must, since children at that
age are still developing their values. (American Family Association)
Secrecy-Still: St. Louis Post-Dispatch, February 15, said: "The public
and the press will be barred from next month's test to determine whether
the FBI fired on the branch Dividians during the 1993 Siege near Waco,
Texas." U.S. District Judge Walter S. Smith, Jr. (a lap dog for the
administration) said that "Neither the media nor the public will be
permitted to attend." Michale Caddell, the lawyer for the Branch
Davidians, blamed the justice Depratrtment for the secrecy. (Christian
News, 2/21/00)
The Flag Flap: The flap over whether the Confederate flag should fly
over the South Carolina state capitol races an interesting question. The
Copnfederacy lasted only four years, but the U.S. Flag representa a nation
that officially endorsed slavery for more than 75 years. So, should we let
its flag fly over the nation's capitol just becasue it defeated the confederate
States of America in the War Between the States? Another question: If
the South had freed the slaves before seceding, would Lincoln have
permitted the Confederate states to pecefully leacve the union? Not on
your life! Lincoln repeatedly emphasized that it was secession, not slavery,
that drove him to wage war against the Confederate states. Also, the
Emancipation Proclmation was not issued until late in 1863, and then was
limited only to slaves in the rebelling states. (Christian News, 1/31/00)
Forcing God's Hand: This is the title of a new book by Grace Halsell,
in which she examines the strange marriage of convenience between the
U.S. Christian right and zionist Israel. She exposes certain Holy Land
tours as having only the purpose to raise money for the evangelists and
Israel.
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Odds and Ends Part 3
Senator Robert A. Taft [whose pro-American ideas, views and writings
cost him the presidency later] and many other responsible and thinking
men of the day and had the courage to state their convictions, concluded
that the entire procedure of the so-called "war crimes trials" was serving
only the interests, AND WAS MEANT TO SERVE THE INTERESTS
OF INTERNATIONAL JUDAISM BUT SOLD TO THE WORLD
AS COMMUNISM.
Rabbi Stephen Wise once stated: "Some call it Communism. I call it
Judaism!"
The Rabbis of Judaism understand this just as do the leaders in the
Christian movement. Rabbi Moshe Maggal of the National Jewish
Information Service said in 1961 when the term Judeo-Christian was
relatively new, "THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A JUDEOCHRISTIAN RELIGION. We consider the two religions so different
that one excludes the other." (National Jewish Information Service, 6412
W. Olympic Blvd. LA. CA)
The use of torture, doctored evidence and ex-post-facto laws; before a
court which, through the influence and power of the International Jewish
Conspirators, was judge, jury, prosecutor and defense were only a pretence
at being a judicial preceding (As in the trials in Russia, after 1917, and
Germany, after World War II).
"Yes, certainly your Russia is dying (Next on the agenda is The United
States of America). There no longer exists anywhere, if it has ever existed,
a single class of the population for which life is harder than in our Soviet
paradise–-We make experiments on the living body of the people, devil
take it, exactly like a first year student working on a corpse of a vagabond
which he has procured in the anatomy operating-theatre. Read our two
constitutions carefully; it is there frankly indicated that it is not the Soviet
Union nor its parts which interest us, but the struggle against world capital
and the universal revolution to which we have always sacrificed
( Page 8 )
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everything, to which we are sacrificing the country, to which we are
sacrificing ourselves. (It is evident that the sacrifice does not extend to
the Zinovieffs)—
Here, in our country [Russia], where we are absolute masters, we fear no
one at all. The country worn out by wars, sickness, death and famine (it
is a dangerous but splendid means), no longer dares to make the slightest
protest, finding itself under the perpetual menace of the Cheka and the
army–Often we are ourselves surprised by its patience which has become so
well- known–-there is not, one can be certain in the whole of Russia, A
SINGLE HOUSEHOLD IN WHICH WE HAVE NOT KILLED IN
SOME MANNER OR OTHER THE FATHER, THE MOTHER, A
BROTHER, A DAUGHTER, A SON, SOME NEAR RELATIVE OR
FRIEND. Very well then! Felix (Djerjinsky) nevertheless walks quietly
about Moscow without any guard, even at night.—When we remonstrate
with him for these walks he contents himself with laughing disdainfully
and saying: ‘WHAT! THEY WOULD NEVER DARE' psakrer, ‘AND
HE IS RIGHT. THEY DO NOT DARE.' What a strange country!"
(Letter from Bukharin to Britain, La Revue universelle, March 1, 1928;
The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p.
149)
Then we are told what happened in Russia and WILL HAPPEN IN
AMERICA, IF THE JEWS HAVE THEIR WAY!
"All the cement floor of the great garage (the execution hall of the
departmental {Jewish} Cheka of Kief) was flooded with blood. This blood
was no longer flowing, it formed a layer of several inches: it was a horrible
mixture of blood, brains, of pieces of skull, of tufts of hair and other human
remains. All the walls riddled by thousands of bullets were bespattered
with blood; pieces of brains and of scalps were sticking to them. A gutter
twenty-five centimetres wide by twenty-five centimetres deep and about
ten meters long ran from the centre of the garage towards a subterranean
drain. This gutter along, its whole length was full to the top of blood–Usually, as soon as the massacre had taken place the bodies were conveyed
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out of the town in motor lorries and buried beside the grave about which
we have spoken; we found in a corner of the garden another grave which
was older and contained about eighty bodies. Here we discovered on the
bodies traces of cruelty and mutilations the most varied and unimaginable.
Some bodies were disembowelled, others had limbs chopped off, some
were literally hacked to pieces.
Some had their eyes put out and the head, face, neck and trunk covered
with deep wounds. Further on we found a corpse with a wedge driven into
the chest. Some had no tongues. In a corner of the grave we discovered a
certain quantity of arms and legs..." (Rohrberg, Commission of Enquiry,
August 1919; S.P. Melgounov, La terreur rouge en Russie. Payot, 1927,
p. 161; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De
Poncins, pp. 149-150)
"During the winter of 1920 the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics
comprised 52 governments with 52 Extraordinary Commissions (Cheka),
52 special sections and 52 revolutionary tribunals, Moreover numberless
'Este-Chekas,' Chekas for transport systems, Chekas for railways, tribunals
for troops for internal security, flying tribunals sent for mass executions
on the spot. To this list of torture chambers the special sections must be
added, 16 army and divisional tribunals. In all a thousand chambers of
torture must be reckoned, and if we take into consideration that there
existed at this time cantonal Chekas, we must add even more. Since then
the number of Soviet Governments has grown: Siberia, the Crimea, the
Far East, have been conquered. The number of Chekas has grown in
geometrical proportion.
According to direct data (in 1920, when the Terror had not diminished
and information on the subject had not been reduced) it was possible to
arrive at a daily average figure for each tribunal: the curve of executions
rises from one to fifty (the latter figure in the big centres) and up to one
hundred in regions recently conquered by the Red Army. The crises of
Terror were periodical, then they ceased, so that it is possible to establish
the (modes) figure of five victims a day which multiplied by the number
of one thousand tribunals give five thousand, and about a million and a

half per annum!" (S.P. Melgounov, p. 104; The Secret Powers Behind
Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 151)
America will be divided into 10 sections under Jewish courts of law, just
as in Russia: "The Red Terror became so wide-spread that it is impossible
to give here all the details of the principal means employed by the [Jewish]
Cheka(s) to master resistance; one of the most important is that of
hostages, taken among all social classes. These are held responsible for
any anti-Bolshevist movements (revolts, the White Army, strikes, refusal
of a village to give its harvest etc.) and are immediately executed.
Thus, for the assassination of the Jew Ouritzky, member of the
Extraordinary Commission of Petrograd, several thousands of them were
put to death, and many of these unfortunate men and women suffered
before death various tortures inflicted by cold-blooded cruelty in the
prisons of the Cheka. This I have in front of me photographs taken at
Kharkoff, in the presence of the Allied Missions, immediately after the
Reds had abandoned the town; they consist of a series of ghastly
reproductions such as: Bodies of three workmen taken as hostages from
a factory which went on strike. One had his eyes burnt, his lips and nose
cut off; the other two had their hands cut off.
The bodies of hostages, S. Afaniasouk and P. Prokpovitch, small landed
proprietors, who were scalped by their executioners; S. Afaniasouk shows
numerous burns caused by a white hot sword blade. The body of M.
Bobroff, a former officer, who had his tongue and one hand cut off and
the skin torn off from his left leg. Human skin torn from the hands of
several victims by means of a metallic comb. This sinister find was the
result of a careful inspection of the cellar of the Extraordinary Commission
of Kharkoff. The retired general Pontiafa, a hostage who had the skin of
his right hand torn off and the genital parts mutilated.
Mutilated bodies of women hostages: S. Ivanovna, owner of a drapery
business, Mme. A. L. Carolshaja, wife of a colonel, Mmo. Khlopova, a
property owner. They had their breasts slit and emptied and the genital
parts burnt and having traces of coal about them.

Bodies of four peasant hostages, Bondarenko, Pookhikle, Sevenetry, and
Sidorfehouk, with atrociously mutilated faces, the genital parts having
been operated upon by Chinese torturers in a manner unknown to
European doctors in whose opinion the agony caused to the victims must
have been dreadful. It is impossible to enumerate all the forms of savagery
which the Red Terror took. A volume would not contain them. The Cheka
of Kharkoff, for example, in which Saenko operated, had the specialty of
scalping victims and taking off the skin of their hands as one takes off a
glove...
At Voronege the victims were shut up naked in a barrel studded with nails
which was then rolled about. Their foreheads were branded with a red hot
iron A FIVE POINTED STAR. At Tsaritsin and at Kamishin their bones
were sawed–At Keif the victim was shut up in a chest containing
decomposing corpses; after firing shots above his head his torturers told
him that he would be buried alive. The chest was buried and opened again
half an hour later when the interrogation of the victim was proceeded with.
The scene was repeated several times over. It is not surprising that many
victims went mad." (S.P. Melgounov, p. 164-166; The Secret Powers
Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 151-153)

Odds and Ends - Part 4
Natural born citizens of The Republic of the United States of America
enjoy gifts, privileges, and blessings of liberty that no one dares to take
for granted. We must never assume that we are born with the inherent
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
The blessings and privileges that we have long enjoyed as citizens of the
Republic of the United States diminish daily from our lives as the public
policy of government reaches its strong arm out to control and police:
"The Jewish people will maintain its hold upon us by our needs. It will
rely on a strongly organized and carefully chosen police so generously
paid that it will be ready to do anything." (Copin Albancelli, La
conjuration juive contre les peuples. E. Vitte, Lyon, 1909, p. 450; The
Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, pp.
145-147)

Instruction in Christian Citizenship is clearly lacking today. Time is
running out. Let us pray that Godly repentance under the Blood of Christ,
Baptism for remission of sins, which leads to a restoration of beloved
nation under Bible Law will return the years that the palmer worm,
caterpillar, locust, and cankerworm have consumed.

More Odds and Ends - May 11, 2000
Another Fossil Flap: An independent group of scientists has described
as unfounded National Geographic society's report late last year of "a true
missing link in the complex chain that connects dinosaurs to birds. Further
examination by the scientists of the fossil has revealed that it is a composite
of at least two different animals. It was smuggled into the U.S. from China
and was sold for $80,000. In a ten-page glossy colour spread, complete
with artist's drawing, photographs and diagrams, National Geographic's
November 1999 issue reported that the "Archaeoraptor," supposedly a
120-million-year-old bird-like creature with the tail of a meat-eating
dinosaur, had been discovered in a fossil unearthed in the remote Liaoning
Province of China. It had been show-cased before more than 100,000
people, the majority of them children. In March it published a correction
in its March issue. The article was less than 90 words long. (Christian
News, 4/17/00, 3277 Boeuf Lutheran Rd., New Haven, MO)
Gay Sweep: In its March 28 issue the nation's most prominent homosexual
magazine, the "Advocate," boasted that homosexuals control Hollywood
and the engines of the entire American entertainment industry; film and
television, music and theater. The impression left by the Advocate is that
America's new homosexual power elite has harnessed the communications
media to ridicule, belittle, intimidate, and demonise middle-class
American marriage and family life. In article after article, homosexual
actors and actresses, writers and producers, directors and gay pundits
celebrate their ability to use the entertainment industry to homosexualise
the culture and shape the minds of million of American youth.
Homosexual philosopher Gabriel Rotello writes that films will be used to
remove the stigma attached to hard-core homosexual, lesbian, and
trans-gendered pornography. He writes: "For gay men, porn is perhaps

the gayest form of entertainment we have," and that Hollywood should
make pornography as acceptable as they have homosexuality. The same
issue of Advocate gloats over homosexual triumphs in the field of religion,
politics and public education. (Christian News, 4/10/2000)
Threat Ignored: Men's head basket ball coach Ricardo Patton of the
University of Colorado Buffalos has been threatened with a lawsuit by
the American Civil Liberties Union unless he quits praying with his
players. Patton stated that the prayers are voluntary and led by the players.
Team members have also reportedly assembled and prayed when Patton
has been absent. The Rutherford Institute is representing Patton and has
legally demanded that the ACLU "cease and deist" from their threats to
the coach and University. (Pastor's Weekly Briefing by way of Intercessors
for America Newsletter, 4/00)
Did You Know: That today there are more than 1.2 million people who
are incarcerated in America's 1,500 state and federal prisons (most of
which are guilty of no more than possession of 1 or 2 marijuana cigarettes),
, and an additional half-million inmates who occupy our nation's 3,200
jails? And did you know that America Rehabilitation Ministries has
enrolled more than 50,000 students in its American Bible Academy? (For
more information, write to: American Rehabilitation Ministries, P.O. Box
1490, Joplin, MO 64802)
Strange Unity: In Texas a special service was held to proclaim a "unity
pact" between the Roman Catholic Church and the World Lutheran
Federation. As a sign of unity, Roman Catholic Bishop John McCarthy
embraced Lutheran Bishop James Bennett, while the congregation jumped
to their feet and broke into applause. On January 21, 2000, a meeting of
interfaith clergy produced a statement regarding sexuality. The statement
specifically asked all faiths to "sanction same-sex marriages, bless gay
and lesbian clergy, endorse access to abortion and contraception, and to
provide life-long sex education." (Doesn't that make you want to puke,
gag, vomit, gag) Another amazing statement was issued on February 12,
2000, by two of the supposed "greatest theologians," namely, Diana Eck
of Harvard University and Marcus Borg ( a Jew of course) of Oregon State
University. Dr. Eck said, "We can't enter the 21st century with the idea of

a God we learned in Sunday school–-None of owns the universe of
faith–-I'm convinced it's time for all our theisms to be recognized." These
statements were made in a conference held in Oregon called "God at
2000." At the same conference, a Benedictine nun named Joan Chittister
drew a standing ovation when she gave a talk about God as a gender less
concept. (Last Trumpet Newsletter, P.O. Box 806, Beaver Dam, WI 53916)
Twenty Years Ago: From The Witness of April, 1970: In "Children of
the Dream" (Macmillan Co.) Bruno Bettelheim points out that modern
Israelis are socialists and atheists and, therefore, cannot base their claim
to Palestine on the Biblical promise. Bettelheim is Rally professor of
Education and Dir. Of Arthogenic School at the University of Chicago
and is himself a Jew. (The Witness, Curtis Dickinson, Editor, P.O. Box
292663, Lewisville, Texas 75029)
Don't Ask, Don't Tell: Not in Germany, anyway. British police have
joined the hunt for Germar Rudolf, an historian who fled to Britain from
his Stuttgart home in 1995 to escape a 14-month prison sentence on
charges of committing the crime of free speech in Germany, called
"inciting racial hatred." Five years ago, Rudolf was found guilty of
breaching Germany's so-called holocaust denial legislation for, among
other things, producing a study that said Auschwitz did not contain gas
chambers. As of 1998, there have been over 12,799 criminal prosecutions
in occupied Germany for "so-called thought crimes" on the left and the
right of the political spectrum. (Trumpet Messenger, P.O. Box 565, Sandy
Hook, CT 06482) (This same crap is gaining ground in the U.S. The Jews
never stop with their censorship)
Now Hiring: The army is having problems getting recruits and is now
hiring high school dropouts and seeking to train them. The navy is offering
$5,000 to anyone who will sign up. Some think this is due to a lack of
patriotism. But others say it is because although patriotic young men and
women are willing to defend our own country, they do not want to be used
as mercenaries for the United Nations or NATO in interfering in foreign
nations.
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Horizontal Rule
"Political freedom is an idea but not a fact..." (Protocol 1:6)

More Odds and Ends
Global Police: the New York Times of August 16th reported that
"peacekeeping" authorities in charge of Kosovo "are establishing a system
to control the news media in the province that would write a code of
conduct for journalists" including "mechanisms to punish those who
violate its rules." Officials also announced that UN police are authorized
to detain or remove anyone at any time "in the interest of mainlining
order." The police referred to is a 3,100 man body that will serve until a
UN-created "local police force" can be trained.
While U.S. Servicemen assigned to duty in Kosovo do not wear UN
insignia, they are actually serving under UN command, as well as the
operational command of a British general. NATO troops, including
Americans, are enforcing UN rule upon Kosovo at bayonet point. Under
the aegis of the UN's NATO stepchild, our nation's military is now being
used quite openly to bring about the new world order that will usher in
the end of sovereignty and total government on a global scale. (The New
American, 9/13/99)
Global Decision Making: The upcoming millennium Forum, May 22-26,
2000, and Millennium Assembly and Summit at the United Nations,
beginning September 5, 2000 are of immense significance and should be
widely reported, according to WorldNetDaily (WND). The "Millennium
Forum" has written objective "to suggest new possibilities for an
organizational structure whereby the peoples of the world can participate
effectively in global decision-making in the context of the United Nations
system." WND says that the establishment instead of covering their
corruption." (Network Newsletter, 2/2000)
It's Not The Money: If money could end illiteracy, there would be no
problem because the schools have had plenty of money–-In the 18th and
19th centuries when Americans were pitifully poor by today's standards,
we had nearly 100 percent literacy. Today up to 50 percent are illiterate
( Page 16 )
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or only semiliterate. Illiteracy is the result of the failure to use phonics to
teach children how to read, i.e., teach them the sounds and syllables of
the English language so they can put them together like building blocks
and read words. Instead, for decades the school establishment has insisted
on using a fraudulent method first called "whole word" and later "Whole
Language," by which children are taught to guess at words by looking at
pictures, skip over words they don't know, substitute words that seem to
fit, and predict words based on the context of the story...this wrong
approach has been espoused by numerous language experts, and a few
brave first-grade teachers have achieved remarkable success using
phonics. But not many teachers or schools are willing to buck the Whole
Language cult. (Phyllis Schalafy, column 2/2/2000)
Final Tool?: the debate over same-sex marriages is about more than
matrimony. The Queer communist wants it to be the breakthrough
movement which mainstreams their lifestyles. In an issue of Our
Magazine, columnist Michelangelo Signorile says getting same-sex
marriages legally recognized is "...the final tool with which to dismantle
all sodomy statutes, get education about homosexuality and AIDS into
public schools, and, in short, usher in a sea of change in how society views
and treats us." TV and movies are dong their part to make this change.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation wants the federal
government to require children's TV programs to educate children against
"homophobia" and "discrimination based on sexual orientation." HBO is
producing the Sissy Duckling, an animated children's special which actor
Harvey Fierstein calls "the first gay-positive children's story on TV."
Lesbian author Patricia Nell Warran wrote in The Advocate, a national
magazine aimed at homosexuals: "Whoever captures the kids owns the
future." Homosexual groups are organizing and developing a national
strategy to get into public schools. Gay activist and kindergarten teacher
Jaki Williams said starting in kindergarten is a must, since children at that
age are still developing their values. (American Family Association)
The Flag Flap: The flap over whether the Confederate flag should fly
over the south Carolina state capitol raises an interesting question. The
Confederacy lasted only four years, but the US flag represents a nation
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that officially endorsed slavery, for more than 75 years. So, should we let
its flag fly over the nation's capitol just because it defeated the Confederate
States of America in the War Between the States? Another question: If
the South had freed the slaves before seceding, would Lincoln have
permitted the Confederate states to peacefully leave the Union? Not on
your life! Lincoln repeatedly emphasized that it was secession, not slavery,
that drove him to wage are against the Confederate states. Also, the
emancipation Proclamation was not issued until late in 1863, and then was
limited only to slaves in the rebelling states (Christian News 1/31/00)
Forcing God's Hand: Is the title of a new book by Grace Hatsell, in which
she examines the strange marriage of convenience between the US
Christian right and Zionist Israel. She exposes certain Holy Land tours as
having only the purpose to raise money for the evangelists and Israel.
We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposition by war with
the neighbours of that country which dares to oppose us; but if these
neighbours should also venture to stand collectively together against us,
then we must offer resistance by a universal war.—In a word, to sum up
our system of keeping the governments of the goyim in Europe in check,
we shall show our strength to one of them by terrorist attempts and to all,
if we allow the possibility of a general rising against us, WE SHALL
RESPOND WITH THE GUNS OF AMERICA OR CHINA OR
JAPAN. (Protocol 7:3, 6)
Control and Privacy: Until recently a few newspaper and magazine
editors controlled the flow of news and owned the headlines, but the
computer modem, the copy machine, the Internet and the proliferation of
newsletters has changed al that. Newsletter editors answer only to the
readers, and can report on the world, government, or local conditions
without much interference from the government at the present time (but
that is fast changing) But Big Brother hasn't given up. Under the guise of
protecting against cyber-terrorism, and to "Protect the children" the White
House has mandated, by Executive Order, that a federal capability be
established to track and evaluate how private citizens use the Internet. The
FCC in August directed that U.S. Phone manufacturers must build an
eavesdropping device into all telephones so that the physical location of
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callers can be pinpointed by authorities in seconds. Banking officials and
other private-sector representatives have been shocked at the information
the Justice Department is adding them to provide on private citizens.
(Trumpet Messenger, Box 565, Sandy Hook, CT)
Hinn's Prophecy: Appearing on Paul Crouch's TBN television program
in October, Benny Hinn (issued another false prophecy, which he is so
famous for. Being a Jew it is impossible for him to tell the truth) said,
"You're going to have people raised from the dead watching this network–
-maybe not so much in America; people around the world who will lose
loved ones, will say to undertakers, ‘Not yet, I want to take my dead loved
one and place him in front of that TV set for 24 hours... People are going
to be cancelling funeral services and bringing their dead in their caskets,
placing them, my God! Placing them before the television set, waiting for
God's power to come through and touch them. And it's going to happen,
so much it's going to spread–they will be raised from the dead and they
will be by the thousands–-But the day is going to come when the gifts of
the Holy Spirit will so intensify in the church that young children will be
watching TBN and signs and wonders will begin to take place through
them–-I see children with what looks like fire in their lips spreading; but
I see these kids touching the TV set, receiving it, and going out and
spreading it." (Christian News, 11/22/99)
War Urged: Alarmed at losses in Romanism Pope John Paul II, in his
recent visit to Mexico, sailed upon the faithful to wage war against
Protestantism which he called and untruthful ideology. Canadian
Revivalist editor Dr. Frank McClelland noted: "It is interesting to see his
ecumenical colleagues in the so-called Protestant churches squirm."
(Calvary Contender, 4/15/99, 1800 Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 3816)
Colour Added: What the label does not say is that the colour comes from
female cochineal beetles, which are raised in Peru, the Canary Islands,
and elsewhere. They provide a pink, red, or purple color to foods ranging
from ice cream and yogurt to fruit drinks and the asperitif Campari, as
well as to pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. Doctors in Michigan,
Switzerland, and France have proven that the colouring can cause allergic
reactions, including sneezing, asthma, and anaphylactic shock. The Centre

For Science In The Public Interest has petitioned the FDA to either revoke
approval of the colourings or require that they be clearly labelled by name.
(Churchlight, Box 9961, Colorado Springs, CO)
The Rhodes Connection: Historians know that it was Cecil Rhodes'
dream to bring the Western nations under one world authority, and toward
that purpose the Rhodes Scholarships at Oxford were established. Rhodes
Scholar Bill Clinton (I don't know how he can be a scholar, because he
never finished school?) Has placed Rhodes Scholars in key positions from
the beginning of his administration. To name a few, Stephen Oxman
(Department of State), Walter Szlocombe (Department of Defense), Sarah
Sewall (Department of Defense), Susan Rice (National Security Council),
Joseph Nye (head of National Intelligence Council), Lee Coldren
(Department of State), Marvin Krislov (Counsel tot he President), Ronald
Lee (National Secretary Agency), Fred Manget (CIA), Robert Pirie(Asst.
Secretary To the Navy), Elisabeth Sherwood (Department of Defense at
the Pentagon), Dale Vesser (Department of Defense), Howard Von Kaenel
(Department of Defense),andGeneral Wesley Clark, who was made
Commander-in-Chief of NATO for the destruction of Yugoslavia, as a
warning to other nations to NOT resist the New World Order (And so the
Jews could steal the minerals - WM). "The United Nations is deliberately
intruding into the sovereignly of a sovereign nation–-Now this is a
marvellous precedent (to be used in) all countries of the world (the United
States at some future date)." said Rhodes Scholar Stansfield Turner, former
CIA director, 1991. (The Florida Forum, Box 1059, Highland City, FL
33846)
Elderly at Risk: A new study has found that "Dutch doctors routinely
disregard safeguards created to control terminally ill people's voluntary
and involuntary euthanasia in the Netherlands." A survey of 405 Dutch
doctors showed that safeguards are being ignored, "the reality is that a
clear majority of cases of euthanasia, both with or without request, go
unreported and unchecked," said the study's authors. Almost two-thirds
of cases of euthanasia and assisted suicide in 1995 were not reported.
(Reuters, 2/16/99) National Review Online (2/15/99) reported, "Derek
Humphry, founder of the Hemlock Society, the largest organization in the
U.S. promoting physician-assisted suicide, says the elderly are

increasingly recognized as 'greedy geezers' and are ‘putting a strain on the
health care system that will only increase and cannot be sustained.'"
Humphry predicts physician-assisted suicide will be accepted as "a method
of cost-containment." In the meantime the House passed the Pain Relief
Promotion Act by a vote of 271-156 to help doctors to aggressively curb
pain in terminally ill patients, but to bar the use of controlled substances
to kill their patients, or assist in their suicide. The Senate version was still
awaiting committee action. Intense lobby efforts to defeat the measure are
underway by proponents of Oregon's assisted-suicide law, the Hemlock
Society and other pro-euthanasia groups.
Then and Now: U.S. population in 1900: 75,994,575 with 60% rural.
Today there are 273,482,000 with only 25% rural. Then, there were 2,226
daily newspapers; now, with three and a halftimes as many people there
are only 1,489 dailies. The farm population has dwindled from 29,875,000
to 4,600,000. Then the median age was 22.9;today it is 35.7. Then the
federal budget outlay was $10.3 billion (now the little bastard Zionist State
gets almost that much in money and military equipment which they sell
to our enemies. Thus showing that they are not our friends, but are traitors
and thieves - WM), and now it is $1.7 trillion (1,700 billion). In 1900 only
15 percent finished high school, but 73.7 percent turned out to vote. Today
83 percent finish high school but less than 50% of them vote. (And most
of them cannot read well, and many cannot read at all - WM)
Truth Denied: In a recent letter from Disciple Heritage Fellowship,
Richard Bowman reports that in the Spring of 1997 Dr. Richard Hamm,
General Minister and President of the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ), delivered the Oreon Scott Lectures at Bethany College. While
speaking of postmodern theology Dr. Hamm Stated, "truth is no longer
regarded as absolute. All humans and all institutions are now understood
to be fallible. Post-modern means, in part, that there can be no more
exclusive claims to having the absolute truth or having the only correct
perspective on a matter." Bowman says, "If that is so, nothing we preach
or teach as Christians can be regarded as absolutely true–-I believe that
Christians who proclaim biblical ideas carefully, responsibly, and
accurately are indeed professing exclusive and absolute truth. Yes, we
humans who read and interpret Scripture are fallible, and yes, we do make
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errors of interpretation. However, the only way to correct our errors is to
humbly return again and again to the inspired Word. If Scripture itself is
fallible, then we can have no religious certainty." (I think this guy should
step down for he is no minister of Christ, in my opinion - WM) (Disciple
Heritage Fellowship, P.O. Box 109, Lovington, IL 61937)
Government by Executive Order: During the House impeachment
proceedings, President Clinton Quietly signed several executive orders
into law. One, E. O. 13107, implements human rights treaties the U.S. has
ratified and others not yet ratified. Attorney Phyllis Schlafly of Eagle
Forum declared: "It's surreal. He is asserting his authority to implement
by executive order treaties that the U.S. Senate has refused to ratify." View
E. O's on Web site www.whitehouse.gov. (Intercessors for America, 2/99,
P.O. Box 4477, Leesburg, VA 20177)
Religious Freedom: Due to persecution, the "Christian" population of
Turkey has dropped from 32% at the turn of the century to its present 2%.
While new mosques for the Turkish minority continue to be raised in
Germany with the support of the government and Christian churches,
Ankara has rescinded the right of Christians in Turkey to free religious
practice. The distribution of the Bible is punishable, churches may not be
renovated or have been seized. Some churches have been converted into
movie house, bakeries and police stations. (From the Insider, P.O. Box
17200, Groenkloff, Pretoria 0027, RSA)
Day Care Failing: A story on day care is the feature of the January 24
Parade. The cover says: "More than 25 million Americans require care
for their preschool children while at work. But many day care options
have been found to be mediocre or poor. As one expert says: "How
children are cared for ultimately affects all of us." The story begins: "The
care children receive when their parents work will have a lasting effect
on the kind of adults they become and on our society. But too many care
givers have been found to be inadequate, or worse...
New concerns are being raised about the impact of child care. Researchers
have discovered that most of our brain development occurs long before
we enter school." (Christian News, 2/1/99, 3277 Boeuf Lutheran Rd., New
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Haven, MO 63068) Note: What is needed is for us to abolish the Federal
Reserve System and government interference in our lives so that taxes can
be drastically reduced. Then it would not require two salaries to support
a family, and mothers could stay home and take care of their children.
Fateful New Challenge: This is what President Clinton called global
warming, in his State of the Union address. Vice President Al Gore smiled,
approvingly. Gore is the one who struck a deal in Kyoto, Japan that
commits the U.S., to making significant reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions. Senator Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.) Called the treaty a "kooky idea."
He told the American Farm Bureau Federation in Albuquerque, that the
Kyoto Protocol would subject U.S. farmers to international mandates on
energy and fertilizer use, warning that U.S. farm products would cost much
more and be less competitive on the world market, as producers in 134
other nations would not face the same restrictions. A study by the
Heartland Institute estimates that compliance with the treaty would
increase farm production expenses between $10 billion and $20 billion
per year and decrease farm income by 24 to 48%. Mexico, China,
Argentina and Brazil, all major producers of crops and livestock, would
not be bound by the Kyoto Protocol and would not face higher energy
costs or restrictions on production. In time, we would become dependent
on these other nations for our own food supply. (AGRI News, 2/5/99, Box
30755, Billings, MT 59107)
In support of his agenda for restrictions, the President cited last year's heat
waves, floods and storms. But studies dispute a man-made warming trend,
and say the effect of increased carbon dioxide is likely to be benign. Also,
many scientists say that the warming and violent weather have been caused
by great changes in the sun, and have nothing to do with anything man is
doing. Could the purpose of the Kyoto Protocol be to take another step
toward forcing the United States to knuckle under to the New World Order
under the United Nations?
That's Education: One of the text books for Texas high schools approved
for 1999 is World History: Connections to Today. It takes a pro-Marxist
slant on Communism's rise in China and neglects the principles and
benefits of free enterprise in western technological progress. It sometimes
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apportions coverage by race and gender quotas, bot by real worth, and
contains a women's lib animus against men in western culture. An
anti-Christian editorial bias is evident as well. On religious beliefs,
practices and holy writings, Hinduism gets 340 student text lines,
Christianity gets only 82. Even Incan religion gets 117 student text lines
and Sumerian religion 111. (From the Mel Gabler 1999 Texas Textbook
Ratings, P.O. Box 7518, Longview, Texas 75607) (From The Witness,
P.O. Box 292665, Lewisville, Texas 75029)
It is amazing! Some people like these odds and ends that I send out, and
others get upset and latterly foam at the mouth, I believe, in reading them.
This I do not understand; what is wrong with factual information? Oh well
can't please everyone, so here's some more odds and ends.
That's Murder: In his Periodic Intelligence Report, of 2/17/98, Col. Donn
de Grand Pre U.S. A. F. (Ret) said; "The ‘Top Gun,' fully qualified Navy,
Marine and Air Force fighter pilots, are leaving the service in droves; a
thousand in 1997 alone. They cite ‘separation from families' officially, or
‘better opportunities on the outside,' but I chatted with two locals, one, a
carrier pilot (F-14), who stated that he could no longer cope with the idea
that his ‘smart bombs' would take out enemy military, but would (also)
be used to kill Iraqi women and children. ‘That's Talmudic terror tactics,'
he said: ‘for what? To save Israel's misbegotten a--?' Another, and Air
Force C-141 cargo pilot, was switched to B-52 bombers to drop 500 lb.
Bombs in clusters from 30,000 feet. ‘That ain't precision bombing,' he
said; ‘that's murder!'" (American Education Association, Box 463,
Moriches, NY 11934)
Moral Victory: A federal appeals court in San Francisco ruled in January
that a landlord may refuse to rent to an unmarried couple if doing so would
violate his other religious scruples. The court said that forbidding a
landlord the freedom to discriminate in this fashion would violate the
landlord's constitutional right to free exercise of religious beliefs. "Today
is a victory for people of religious conscience of any stripe," said attorney
Steven T. McFarland of the Centre for Law & Religious Freedom. The
Alaska attorney general's office said after the ruling that the state intends
to as a larger panel of the appeals court to re-examine the case. Unless
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overturned by the full appeals court or by the supreme Court, the decision
would be applicable in nine western states in the 9th Circuit's jurisdiction.
(Dallas Morning News, 1/15/99)
African Holocaust: White Farmers are being murdered by terrorist in
South Africa at the rate of two per week. Since the communist party, ANC
(Mandela's party) came to power in 1994 there have been 2,730 attacks
on South Africa's 40,000 White farm families. More than 600 people have
been murdered, many killed in vicious executions with torture prolonged
over many hours. The government does nothing to halt the carnage, since
it wants to sty in power, and the White vote is much less significant than
that of the Blacks Also, the ANC probably wants to drive White farmers
off their land, so that the "disposed" can grab the farms through terrorism
and "affirmative plunder."
The terrorists have no experience in farming, and the Whites may sabotage
all of their equipment before they leave. The government will have to
import food. The Free State Farmers Union, half of which are veterans of
South Africa's wars in South West Africa, Angola and Rhodesia, are
organizing to fight back. The alternative is for the Afrikaner to disappear
as a nation in only one more generation. (Report by Robert Slimp in The
Christian News, 12/28/98) In connection with the murder of farmers, Paul
Harvey reported on January 21st that Cape Town is now called Rape town,
and that one out of every three women there have been raped. The murder
rate in Africa is 4 times the murder rate in the United States.
Fixing Social Security: Remember hearing a lot from Washington lately
about "fixing the Social Security Trust Fund?" They're fixing it all right.
Did you know liberal congressmen use the social Security Trust fund to
pay for global welfare programs, such as U.N. pensions? In 1996,
Boutrous-Boutrous Ghali made more than $28,000 as Secretary General
of the U.N. Plus he received another $25,000 for entertainment expenses!
Now he's collecting $96,616 retirement. The U.N. pension fund now has
about 15 billion dollars. A large part of it comes from American taxpayers.
(That's me and you folks) The U.N. is paying pension benefits to 38,000
retired bureaucrats in 181 countries. It's being paid for by your tax dollars;
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Source: Senator Ashcroft, in The Ventricle Line, Jan/Feb-99, 3531 South
G.St., Oxnard, CA 93033)
Myths Shaken: A 22-part television series entitled Tkuma (Rebirth) has
stirred widespread controversy in Israel, reports Joel Greenberg in The
New York Times (4/10/98) This series challenges "the traditional Zionist
tale of heroic return and nation-building in an empty desolate homeland"
and has provoked a wide range of reactions. "The widely watched
program," writes Greenberg, "is an unvarnished historical Zionist story
with a variety of narratives, including the voices of Palestinians, Israeli
Arabs and Sephardic Jewish immigrants resentful of their treatment by
Israel's European-born establishment."
Among the events highlighted in the series are the expulsion and flight of
the Palestinians, "the killing of Arab civilians in border skirmishes and
retaliatory raids and terrorist attacks in the 1950s. Aryeh Caspi, writing
in the Israeli paper HaAretz, declares: "The anger at Tkuma is because we
don't want to know and we can't bear the sense of guilt. The establishment
of the State of Israel was justice for the Jews, but it was accomplished by
a terrible injustice to the Palestinians."
Segments of the series include unflinching accounts of massacres and
incidents of indiscriminate killing or Arab civilians by Israeli forces in
the early years of the state, using interviews with former Israeli officers
and Arab witnesses to reconstruct event. (From Special Interest Report of
The American Council for Judaism, Box 9009, Alexandria, VA 22304)
Note: Israel has collected $85 billion in U.S. since 1948, and is promised
another $27 billion by 2008, about $20,000 for every Israeli man, woman
and child. Israeli security forces have killed more than 1,400 Palestinians
in the last decade, including 276 children under the age of 16.
Slave History: Almost totally overlooked (I believe on purpose) in every
article or book dealing with slavery in the U.S., is the fact that Africans
in America were also slave owners. According to the official U.S. Census
of 1830, there were 3,775 free blacks who owned 12, 740 black slaves.
The first slave owner; the father of American slavery, was Mr. Anthony
Johnson, of Northampton, VA. His slave was John Casor, the first slave
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for life. Both were black Africans. This was reported in American
Heritage, FEB/MAR 1993 (available in most libraries). The story outlines
cases of free black women owning their husbands, free black parents
selling their children into slavery to white owners, and absentee free black
slave owners, who released their slaves to plantation owners.
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